INTRODUCTION
Cephalopods have the most complicated central nervous system (CNS) of all invertebrates at both anatomical and functional levels as demonstrated by the pioneering neuroanatomical work of Cajal and Young decades or indeed a century ago Young, 1961 Young, , 1971 . The brains of all coleoid cephalopod groups (octopus, cuttlefish, and squid but not nautilus) are built around a circumesophageal set of ganglia or lobes that have expanded dramatically (Figures 1 and S1 and Videos S1 and S2). In particular, their complex visual system and limb-based tactile capability set the cephalopods apart from other molluscs (Figure 1) (Wells and Wells, 1957; Bullock and Horridge, 1965; Chung and Marshall, 2014; Liu and Chiao, 2017; Shigeno et al., 2018) . Early work on the organization of the cephalopod sensory and motor control systems combined with comparative studies in behavioral changes before and after brain-region ablation suggested a useful model for studying sensory function, learning, and memory Young, 1955, 1957; Wells and Wells, 1957; Boycott, 1961 Boycott, , 1965 Young, 1971 Abbott et al., 1995) . Based on distinct morphological and functional features, the coleoid cephalopod brain can be divided into four major divisions: (1) the vertical lobe complex (learning and memory); (2) a pair of optic lobes (vision-related tasks); (3) supraoesophageal mass (higher motor control centers coordinating sensory inputs and behavioral responses); (4) suboesophageal mass (lower motor control centers executing simple movement of fins and arms, and mantle activities for respiration) (Video S2). A detailed list of categories of sub-regions within the lobe systems can be found in Table 1 . However, more recent model systems in neuroscience have moved away from the cephalopods and, with few exceptions, their functional neuroanatomy has languished (Boycott, 1961; Miyan and Messenger, 1995; Brown et al., 2006; Zullo et al., 2009; Liu and Chiao, 2017; Shomrat et al., 2008) .
By contrast, several studies have focused on the behavioral neurobiology of the cephalopods and their remarkably rapid and apparently smart reactions to novel challenges. Such behaviors suggest that the coleoids at least have developed alternative ways of problem solving compared with standard model species such as mice, zebrafish, and fruit flies (Darmaillacq et al., 2014; Bublitz et al., 2017; Liscovitch-Brauer et al., 2017; Hanlon and Messenger, 2018; Schnell and Clayton, 2019) . Most famous cases in this respect are the remarkable color-blind camouflage, mimicry, and other communication abilities that they are capable of (Marshall and Messenger, 1996; Chung and Marshall, 2016; Lin et al., 2017; How et al., 2017; Hanlon and Messenger, 2018) . Other studies reveal the richness of cephalopod behavioral repertoires (e.g., pattern recognition, bipedal walking, mate guarding, social cognition, and observational learning) and suggest that some instances are comparable with the abilities of higher vertebrates (Sutherland et al., 1963; Fiorito and Scotto, 1992; Darmaillacq et al., 2014; Bublitz et al., 2017; Hanlon and Messenger, 2018; Schnell and Clayton, 2019) . Interestingly, some of these studies suggest that a somatotopic relationship from brain to the outside world is lacking (Zullo et al., 2009; Liu and Chiao, 2017) , but results we present here as well as recent suggestions from others (Grasso, 2014; Shigeno et al., 2018) suggest that this visual world to motor output does exist.
Despite intense interest and research progress concerning cephalopod complex behavioral and cognitive abilities, even for the common octopus, Octopus vulgaris, which is the most well-studied species Young, 1955, 1957; Young, 1961 Young, , 1971 Sutherland et al., 1963; Fiorito and Scotto, 1992; Shomrat et al., 2008; Zullo et al., 2009; Wollesen et al., 2012; Darmaillacq et al., 2014) , understanding its brain-wide neural network and the associated functional circuits remains incomplete. Our current knowledge of cephalopod nervous systems is derived from multiple levels and may be summarized in the following categories: (1) decoding the genomic sequence (Albertin et al., 2015; Liscovitch-Brauer et al., 2017; Edsinger and Dö len, 2018) ; (2) molecular and synaptic activities (Shomrat et al., 2008; Wollesen et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2013; Shigeno and Ragsdale, 2015; Edsinger and Dö len, 2018) ; (3) electrophysiological studies (Miyan and Messenger, 1995; Chrachri and Williamson, 1998; Shomrat et al., 2008; Hu et al., 2009; Zullo et al., 2009; Liu and Chiao, 2017) ; (4) gross neural anatomy and connectivity using classical histology Young, 1971 Maddock and Young, 1987; Wollesen et al., 2009; Kobayashi et al., 2013; Koizumi et al., 2016) ; (5) magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the brain Marshall, 2014, 2017; Liu et al., 2018) . It is in this latter category, using modern neuroanatomical techniques, that we aim to contribute toward describing new neural pathways and the behaviors they mediate, and we start with the reef squid, Sepioteuthis lessoniana. This loliginid species has been studied extensively in terms of its sensory ecology and behavior making it a suitable first subject (Hu et al., 2009; Sugimoto and Ikeda, 2012; Marshall, 2014, 2016; Lin et al., 2017; Lin and Chiao, 2017; Liu and Chiao, 2017; Lu and Chung, 2017) . It is also closely related to previously studied loliginid squid species (Anderson, 2000; Strugnell et al., 2005; Vecchione et al., 1998; , allowing confidence in the cross-species comparisons made here between old and new methods. Descriptions of cuttlefish, coastal benthic octopuses, and vampire squid brain connectomes using similar techniques are ongoing.
One major challenge in mapping any brain is in the untangling of inter-woven neural fibers into the discrete bundles related to specific functional circuits rather than those that are simply anatomically concomitant. With this in mind, three long-standing problems have produced variable results in cephalopods: the inconsistent stochastic nature of silver staining methods, practical difficulties in examining a large-sized brain, and the methodological constraint of classical histology to a single section angle per specimen Valverde, 1998) .
The large-scale, unfamiliar mollusc plan and neuronal diversity of cephalopods make a synapse-level wiring diagram unlikely in the near future. For other invertebrates with smaller brains, such as Drosophila and nematode worms, these detailed connectomes are becoming reality (Cook et al., 2019; Meinertzhagen, 2018; Shih et al., 2015; Takemura et al., 2017; White et al., 1986) and are an important first step in understanding function and cognition in any animal. The brain of a mouse, which is around the same size as the squid used in this study, now has what is described as a complete connectome at mesoscale (Oh et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2016) . The mouse Allen Brain Atlas (ABA) is based on a huge quantity of histological and neuronal tracing data and is now beginning to be supported by cross comparisons with high-resolution (9.4 and 16.4 Tesla) MRI Kurniawan et al., 2014; Calabrese et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2016) as well as serial block face electron microscopy (Deweerdt, 2019) . The same basic cross-correlative Table S1 . All abbreviations also in Table 1 .
(H) Allometric analysis of the lobe complex. Color-coded regression line for each lobe complex showing significant variance of the slopes among seven regression lines (ANOVA, df = 6, p < 0.0001). In particular, the palliovisceral lobe complex volume scales with positive allometry (slope 1.2645) and with a 95% confidence interval around the slope (1.1167-1.4124) excludes 1 (isometry), indicating that this lobe complex grows disproportionately and its disproportionality increases with increased volume of the brain. See also Figure S1 and Table S1 . Young, 1961 Young, , 1971 Young, 1955, 1957; Wells and Wells, 1957; . Supraoesophageal mass includes basal lobe and optic track complexes. Suboesophageal mass consists of the brachial lobe, pedal lobe, magnocellular lobe, and palliovisceral lobe complexes. * indicates that the lobe is further divided into the left and right lobe. J indicates a further sub-division of the anterior chromatophore lobes into dorsal and ventral halves.
(See also Figures 1 and S1).
ideas are applied here to map and model the elements and potential interactions of the squid brain (Bullmore and Sporns, 2009; Bassett and Sporns, 2017; Assaf et al., 2019) . As noted in mouse and other vertebrate work (Jbabdi and Johansen-Berg, 2011; Donahue et al., 2016; Maier-Hein et al., 2017; Aydogan et al., 2018; Suarez et al., 2018; Sotiropoulos and Zalesky, 2019) , several caveats should be applied to probabilistic MRI-based tractography, and it is often best viewed as supportive and predictive rather than a fully validated functional connectome.
Several morphological and methodological factors detailed below allow a closer correlation and greater confidence of anatomical accuracy from pathways predicted from MRI projections alone in squid compared with those in mouse. First, the invertebrate nervous systems share a more similar layout between individuals than the vertebrates (Bullock and Horridge, 1965; Strausfeld, 2005; Strausfeld et al., 2016; Suarez et al., 2018) . Also, organization of brain lobes and the known underlying connections share a high degree of similarity across close phylogenetic groups (e.g., cuttlefish and squid) Boycott, 1961; . Therefore, structural features, including individual cells and wiring patterns, may be reliably identified and re-visited between individuals or indeed between species and used to predict function. In addition, the higher signal-to-noise ratio and long scan time in the 16.4 T MRI (compared with 9.4 T) and highly conservative acceptance threshold (detail in Methods) that we use bring the scale of MRI and direct anatomical methods closer than in previous studies Kurniawan et al., 2014; Alomair et al., 2015; Ziegler et al., 2018) . Combined with congruence of both previous and the current study and anatomical tract data with MRI-predicted projections, we may be more confident that the new regional interconnections proposed here are real.
Connectomes and brain maps confirm known functional interactions and where detailed enough may also predict function (Jbabdi and Johansen-Berg, 2011; Jbabdi et al., 2013; Shih et al., 2015; Meinertzhagen, 2018) . Our findings in squid and possible new neuronal functions that they suggest may be summarized as follows:
(1) A similar number of lobes were found using MRI as by the traditional serial sectioning techniques of, e.g., Young , but MRI delineated these much more clearly, allowing more accurate volumetric analysis to define differentials of lobe growth rate (Figures 1, S1, Tables 1, and S1).
(2) Tractography from five individuals combined with over 1,000 silver-stained sections and fluorescent neural tracers defined 145 new major pathways in the brain along with 99.65% of the previously known ones (Figures 2, 3, 4, and 5).
(3) Differentials of lobe growth and increasing complexity of the underlying neural network during growth mirror the sophisticated behavior repertoires that emerge during ontogeny ( Figures 1G  and 1H , 5D, S1, and Table S1 ).
(4) New aspects of spatial organization were uncovered in the optic lobes, including a preservation of retinotopicity to deeper layers than previously known. This topographic information could also project through to the basal lobe system ( Figures 6 and 7 and Video S5).
(5) Within the basal lobe system, a new network of sub-divisions and interconnections was elucidated, probably coordinating visual and motor activity such as color change and body orientation (Figures 5, 6, 7, and 8 ). This provides another example of convergent evolution between cephalopods and vertebrates and supports recent hypotheses around a common brain-to-body bauplan convergence in many animals (Shigeno et al., 2018) .
(6) A previously undescribed second chiasm between the lateral basal lobe and the anterior chromatophore lobes reorients the visual scene to the chromatophore display ( Figures 8C-8E ). This may enable coordination of camouflage and communication in body patterning.
It is worth underlining that, although MRI-based tractography has previously attracted a great deal of criticism (Thomas et al., 2014; Maier-Hein et al., 2017; Aydogan et al., 2018; Sotiropoulos and Zalesky, 2019) , the methods and cross-checks applied here enable us to suggest that all new tracts proposed are valid (and see Calabrese et al. [2015] ). Specifically, in a comparison with the previously known 282 squid neural tracts described by Young and his colleague , 281 were refound using the high angular resolution diffusion-weighted imaging (HARDI) method combined with an ultra-conservative level for tractography acceptance employed here. In addition, only 36% of the new tracts proposed remain prediction-only with 64% confirmed through numerous Golgi impregnations or NeuroVue dye. Finally, long-scan-time 16.4 T resolution moves beyond general tract tracing and is closer to the scale of the individual neuron bundle at around 80 mm, reducing false positives and loss of tracing route. Based largely on the size and neuronal number within the squid brain Maddock and Young, 1987) , we do not yet claim that what is presented here is a ''brain atlas'' or a ''map'' of the squid brain but just the beginning of one. As with vertebrate examples, using the complementary techniques of MRI, traditional histology, and dye-based tract tracing, this putative ''circuit diagram'' for squid neural architecture will lead to a better understanding of their complex behaviors. It also supports emerging hypotheses around anatomical and functional convergence with parts of the vertebrate CNS, including projections of overall body axes. Notably, it provides a firm base upon which to place the currently fashionable but contentious cephalopod cognitive capabilities. We hope that results here will encourage focal regions to be examined both for the new connections suggested and the actual functions they likely coordinate.
RESULTS

The Multi-lobed Squid Brain and Differentials of Lobe Growth Rate
Contrast-enhanced MR images (isotropic resolution 30 mm) of the brain of S. lessoniana allowed a re-examination of the known lobes of the squid brain and its three-dimensional (3D) detailed structure. Identification of brain lobes was based on the published anatomical studies as an initial aid in determining the boundaries between tissue types Chung and Marshall, 2017) (Figures 1 and 2A ). The 31 lobes (15 of which are bilateral) defined by Young's work ) on five similar loliginid species (Tables 1, S1, and S2) were identified here, but we suggest a further sub-division of the anterior chromatophore lobe into dorsal and ventral halves based on a clear within-lobe anatomical sub-division ( Figures 1E, 8A , 8B, S1A-S1E, Tables 1, and S1). A series of MR image stacks (e.g., 11 slices for an olfactory lobe and 186 slices for an optic lobe of the smallest squid brain) allowed accurate volumetric estimates of the 47 lobes defined here, revealing distinct brain enlargement and corresponding morphological changes of lobes in the rapidly growing juvenile squid (n = 5) ( Figures 1G, 1H , S1, and Table  S1 ). Allometric analysis of the lobe complex volume showed significant variance of the slopes among 7 regression lines (ANOVA, df = 6, p < 0.0001). In particular, the palliovisceral lobe complex volume scales with positive allometry (slope 1.2645) and with a 95% confidence interval around the slope (1.1167-1.4124) excludes 1 (isometry). That is, this lobe complex grows disproportionately and its disproportionality increases with increased volume of the brain ( Figure 1H ).
dMRI and Tractography of the Squid Brain
Using HARDI, 30 diffusion-weighted orientations at a b-value of 3,000 s/mm 2 and two b0 images were acquired without diffusion weighting at the isotropic resolution 80 mm (n = 5) using a 16.4-T (700-MHz) vertical wide-bore micro-imaging system (Bruker Biospin, Karlsruhe, Germany) (detail in Methods). Validation of the squid tractography process was applied at multiple levels to quantify the match between the experimental estimated orientation and the true physical orientation of the fiber.
First, an initial comparison between full k-space (scan time approximately 39 h) and partial Fourier acceleration acquisitions (approximately 24 h) confirmed a high degree of similarity in defined fiber orientation distribution (FOD) in two squid specimens ( Figures S3A and S3B ). This includes, for example, the wellknown optic nerves between optic lobes, four pairs of brachial nerves and funnel nerves (Figures S3A and S3B) . As a result, with a realistic time frame in terms of scan and computation time in mind, another three specimens, so five in total, were scanned using this acceleration protocol (approximately 24 h for each individual) ( Table S1 ). The following analyses were thus mainly based on data obtained using the accelerated protocol unless specifically noted.
Reconstructions of probabilistic tractography of the squid brain, where regions of interest (ROIs) and FOD are used, vary both in number and orientation with the selected algorithms and parameters chosen (see detail in Methods and Figures 2, 3, and 4). Cross-validation by spatially registering histological results and tractography was conducted, largely following protocols and caveats from previous HARDI brain (Valverde, 1998; Calamante et al., 2012; Kurniawan et al., 2014; Calabrese et al., 2015; Suarez et al., 2018) . Two histological methods were used, the well-established method of Cajal-Golgi silver impregnation developed by Strausfeld with further modification (Figures 2B and 3 ) and a new lipophilic dye tracer NeuroVue (Shigeno et al., 2014) (Figures 2C, 2H , and 4) (see detail in Methods). After examining over 1,000 silver stains from 40 individuals, lipophilic dye tracing was then applied specifically to 42 targeted potential tracts to further clarify the silver staining results, particularly those with long contralateral connections that were often stained incompletely by silver impregnation, rendering 30 long tracts confirmed in five individual brains using multiple dye colors ( Figures 2C, 2H , and 4B-4D).
Based on fiber geometries obtained from histology in this study and previous work by Young and Messenger (Young, 1974 , the selected lobes (e.g., basal, peduncle, and pedal lobes) were then used to test in detecting the choice of local fiber orientation and to optimize matches between tractography and histology (Figures 2, 3 , 4, and S2). Imposing neuro-anatomical knowledge (e.g., trajectory of tracts of interest) to eliminate false positives led to increasingly accurate reconstruction of the local fiber architecture and lobe-to-lobe connectivity (Figures 2, 3 , 4, 5, and S2). We then used the probabilistic algorithm and the optimized parameters defined by the 375 instances of exact anatomical match (silver-stained neurons or fluorescent tracing) to establish the lobedependent probabilistic tractography ( Figures 5 and S2 ).
Squid whole-brain tractography results in an orientationally encoded color tract map, revealing an overall bilateral symmetry along any stereotaxis plane examined ( Figures 3B, 3F , 4C-4F, 5A, S3, and S4 and Videos S2, S3, and S4). Using this color-coded map, the specific tracts of interest can be identified at a given slice level or three-dimensionally (Figures 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, and S2) . Specific tracts derived from lobes that are paired (Table 1 and Figures 2C, 2F-2H, 3A , 3B, 3E, 3F, 5, and S2) show network patterns precisely mirroring each other again providing confidence in their description as functional interconnections. Comparison between full k-space (long scan) and partial Fourier acceleration acquisitions confirmed a high degree of similarity for the squid whole-brain tractography (98.98% and 96.48% match in two individuals, respectively) ( Figures S3C and S3D ), suggesting no significant improvement for the mesoscale brain-wide tractography visualization and connectivity matrix under long scan and over-restrictive thresholding for tract acceptance ( Figure S3 ). Probabilistic tractography data, pairwise connections, and the corresponding connectivity strength index (Cs: the logarithm of numbers of streamlines intersecting a pair of regions) were then used to generate a brain-wide neural connectivity matrix for each individual and the averaged connectivity matrix, respectively ( Figures 5A, S3 , and S4).
Among the 282 already known neural network pathways of squid brain described by Young and his colleague ( Figure 5B ) , the averaged connectivity matrix identified 281, that is, a 99.65% true-positive rate between previous Cajal-Golgi silver-stained results and tractography (range of Cs value: 0.477-5.084) ( Figure 5A ). This included 76 suggestions that were defined as possible tracts by Young ( Figure 5B ). The only one mismatch was the track between olfactory lobe and the lateral-ventral palliovisceral lobe ( Figure 5B ). In addition, 45 blank spots (Cs = 0) ( Figure 5A ) in the averaged connectivity matrix from tractography are well matched with the blanks from previous histology ( Figure 5B ).
Topographic Representation and Estimates of 145 New Interconnections
A mesoscale brain-wide tractography-based connectivity matrix for squid with an additional 145 (Cs > 2.7) previously unknown lobe-lobe tracts is proposed here ( Figure 5C ). Ninety-three new tracts (64.14%) were also confirmed with Cajal-Golgi or dye tracing ( Figure 5C ). We are confident in the remaining 36%, currently without direct backup from Cajal-Golgi or dye tracing, owing to both the highly conservative methods just described and the great match rate between previous connections identified and our results. . Black squares indicate the well-defined tracts; gray squares are the partially stained ones that were defined as possible tracts by Young. Red arrows indicate the only tract (between olfactory lobe and the lateralventral palliovisceral lobe) that was not recovered from the averaged tractography matrix.
(C) The new lobe-to-lobe tracts and their distribution pattern. This matrix is visualized against the known 282 tracts and is subtracted from all tracts recovered by the selected conservative Cs of 2.7, suggesting 145 new tracts (green squares) where 93 have been confirmed by histology (red squares). The highlighted region (within the orange line) contains over 62% of these new tracts for which the tractographic connection patterns are likely to response to the visual-motor control.
(D) Matrix summarizing the pairwise connections (red squares) with a high degree of variation of Cs among the five individuals. The region within the blue line shows high variation of Cs due to two damaged buccal lobes in two samples (see Figure S1B and Table S1 ) during brain extraction and a resulting low connection strength. The green shaded areas contain regions showing rapid lobe enlargement (lower motor control-related lobes) inducing increased values of Cs. See also Figures S1, S3, and S4; Table S1 ; Videos S2, S3, S4, and S5. Table 1 . (B) Schematic drawings represented the subdivided small regions of interest (ROIs color and symbol coded as in Key) (n = 604) in the right half of the basal lobe system throughout the dorsoventral axis (16 levels L1-L16, each level thickness is 120 mm).
Over 62% of the 145 new structural connections are linked to the vision (optic lobes) and motor control (basal lobes) systems ( Figure 5C ). Sixty-seven of these are found within the basal lobe system, a brain area controlling higher motor activity, and another 23 tracts connecting the optic lobes to other brain areas (Figures 5C, 6, 7, and 8) . The already well-known chiasma of optic nerves and the associated projections toward the outer granule layer of the optic lobe can be clearly identified (Videos S3 and S5). As the secondary visual nerves enter the medulla of the optic lobe, tractography presents a previously unseen grid-like network of ongoing connections (Figure 7 and Video S5). The peripheral retinotopicity that optic chiasma allows (Figure 7 and Video S5) apparently travels deeper within the optic lobe than previously noted (beyond the zone of radial columns described by ) and this most likely impacts processing of visual information. Interestingly, at this point in the optic lobe medullary region, there are many motor control circuits that directly couple to this network and project to the basal lobe ( Figures 6 and 7 and Video S5). This would allow a topographical overlay of the outside world as viewed by the eye on the motor command units controlling locomotion (fins and funnel) and use of arms as discussed later ( Figure 6 ). This provides another example of convergence with the vertebrate brain as noted by Shigeno et al. (2018) before the strong supporting evidence that we provide here.
The tracts of the basal lobe system divide into two major orientations, one ipsilateral and one contralateral as shown in the neural connectivity matrix ( Figures 2F-2H , 3A, 3B, 4C-4F, 5, and 7). The contralateral tracts include those going from the left anterior-median lobule of the anterior basal lobe (aBa) to the right optic lobe and some that travel from the right anterior-median lobule of the aBa to the left optic lobe ( Figures 2F-2H ). There are also two separate contralateral connections between the left and right interbasal lobes joining the left and right lateral basal lobes, for example ( Figure 5A ). Aside from examining the lobe-dependent tractography, with the distinct anatomical features of the neighbor basal lobes, examination of the basal lobe system of the smallest brain by dividing its right half into 604 small ROIs (each ROI voxel = 120 mm 3 120 mm 3 120 mm) evenly distributed across this system throughout the dorsoventral axis revealed that the corresponding tractography of ROIs represents specified neural connectivity patterns distributing in 16 levels (L1-L16) ( Figure 6 ). The spatial arrangement here is complex but highly organized containing elements of the visual and lower motor control areas ( Figures 6 and 7) . Overall, the basal lobes construct a well-defined relay station. For example, in the upper region of the basal lobe system, there are interconnections between the vision (optic lobes) and the memory formation and learning areas (vertical and subvertical lobes). There is also a complex set of serially interconnected networks at different depth levels allowing signal-relay wiring patterns between vision (optic lobes) and lower motor centers (e.g., pedal and magnocellular lobes), mediating with eye movement, locomotion by funnel and fins. More specifically these networks identified include:
(1) The upper levels of the dorsal basal lobe (L1 and L2) and anterior basal lobes (L4 and L5) show direct connection with the learning and memory center, including vertical and subvertical lobes ( Figures 5  and 6 ). The power of HARDI is evident here as previous work missed the connections between the basal lobe and the vertical lobe entirely .
(2) There are a significant number of short tracts forming a complex network within adjacent basal lobe regions (e.g., dorsal, median, and lateral basal lobes throughout the basal lobe system, Figure 6 ).
(3) A multilayered structure found in all basal lobes could retain the spatial information projecting from the optic lobe. Projections from the upper layers of the basal lobes connect only with the upper level of the optic lobe, whereas the projections from the lower levels of the basal lobes shift toward lower levels of the optic lobe accordingly (Figure 7 and Video S5). This forms an orderly topographical representation from the basal lobe system toward the medulla of the optic lobe at different depth levels (L3-L16) ( Figures 6 and 7) . . Continued (C) Schematic drawings represented the dominant connectivity patterns between the ROIs and the projection lobe(s) throughout this system. Along with tractography derived from these small ROIs, the dominant connectivity of each ROI is identified by the color-coded symbols, revealing the detailed tractographic network of this high-order visual-motor control center. Two blue stars in the interbasal lobe at level 10 indicate that all eight types of connections can be found in these two ROIs. See also Video S5.
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(4) The median-basal layers (L5-L16) mediate lower motor control including connections to arm movements (pedal lobes) and funnel and fin movements (magnocellular lobes). Most of these motor control tracts are congruent with optic relay pathways, suggesting a role in visual-motor coordination (Figures 5, 6, and 7) . 8A and 8B). Furthermore, two additional circuits linked to the anterior chromatophore lobes and the resulting second chiasm are identified: (i) the lateral basal lobe (L9) to the anterior ventral chromatophore lobe and (ii) the lateral basal lobe (L12) to the anterior dorsal chromatophore lobe control arm and head chromatophores, respectively ( Figures 8C-8E ). This second chiasm forms a previously unknown dorsoventral cross-over between the optic lobe and the chromatophore lobes via the basal lobe system (Figures 8C-8E) . (6) A unique connection has been found between the dorsal basal and superior frontal lobe at L6, derived from the interbasal lobe at different depth levels (L9-13). The potential function of this connection is unknown in squid ( Figure 6 ). In octopus the superior frontal lobe is involved in chemosensory learning and memory (Boycott, 1965; Wells, 1963) .
DISCUSSION
Using the modern imaging techniques of high-resolution dMRI that we adapted from established vertebrate methods combined with both old (Golgi) and new (NeuroVue) histological results, we have started the first mesoscale MRI-based cephalopod brain atlas. New insights reveal inter-individual variability of squid brain in both volumetric and tractographic network aspects. This dataset provides a foundation for proposing new functional morphology and interactions between brain regions. It also supports emerging hypotheses around anatomical and functional convergence with parts of the vertebrate central nervous system (Packard, 1972; Shigeno et al., 2018) .
New Pathways and Functional Importance
Squid are voracious predators using their ''simple eyes'' to conduct a vision-dominated lifestyle. Their eye is famously convergent to the vertebrate eye (Packard, 1972; Chung and Marshall, 2017; Hanlon and Messenger, 2018) , but although much is known about the optical and retinal elements (Sweeney et al., 2007; Chung and Marshall, 2014 Gagnon et al., 2016) , the optic lobe remains one of the most mysterious neural integration centers in visual neuroscience Boycott, 1961; Liu and Chiao, 2017; Liu et al., 2018) . The pioneering neuroanatomical work of Cajal (cuttlefish and squid) and Young (octopus and squid) demonstrated a retinal topography preserved through to the retina profunda, the outer layers of the optic lobe Young, 1971 . Also known as deep retina, this is where neurons of the outer and inner granular layers are assumed to process visual input and retinotopicity was known to remain . That is, a general plan of the outside world remained fixed to the two-dimensional layout of the layers present. Before our work here, deeper into the optic lobe, the amorphous arrangement of the millions of neurons within the medulla made anatomical or functional correlations difficult. The tractography presented here now demonstrates a clear grid-like and retinotopic network that is maintained deep within the medulla of the optic lobes and indeed well beyond it to other brain areas (Figure 7 and Video S5). This network of cells was described by Young as centrifugal axons, multipolar cells, large horizontal cells, and efferent neurons connected with other lobes, and with a possible organization that we now confirm (Figure 7 and Video S5). Based on tractography of the optic lobe, this grid structure initially appears below the inner granular layer and is continuous within the medulla, forming a layered organization. Although the projections of the basal lobes into the medulla apparently reach different locations and depths (Figure 7 and Video S5), neural coding via spatial and temporal coherence via this grid network could integrate visual signals and coordinate complex vision-related activities. If that is the case, there are parallels to similar mechanism in vertebrate's visual cortex (Hubel and Wiesel, 1968; Shigeno et al., 2018) . This structure-function link now makes it possible to support the idea of a retinal topographic representation connected through to two previously known somatotopic maps, including the anterior-median lobule of the aBa (control of posture and movement of head and eyes) and the peduncle lobe (coordinating motor activities) . In addition, our new tractography adds two further topographic representations in the basal lobe system, specifically in the median and inter basal lobes ( Figures 6 and 7 and Video S5). This again underlines the orderly topographic congruence of visual scene and motor control system that Young originally proposed but lacked evidence for . Counter suggestions since Young in fact suggested that a somatosensory congruence in cephalopods was unlikely (Zullo et al., 2009; Liu and Chiao, 2017) . Shigeno et al. (2018) recently highlighted similarities between cephalopod and vertebrate brains in terms of lobe organization, functional analogies, and development. They equated, for example, the optic lobe to the vertebrate tectum, dorsal basal lobe to thalamus, and anterior basal lobe to basal ganglia. This again follows the original suggestions of convergence of the cephalopod and vertebrate brain from Young (1971) and adds to a growing body of literature finding parallels between vertebrate and invertebrate brains and their functional sub-units (Packard, 1972; Shigeno et al., 2018) . There are well-known and orderly topographic maps of a variety of sorts with both sensory and somatic origins in vertebrate cortex (Penfield and Boldrey, 1937; Kaas, 1997; Jbabdi et al., 2013) . The squid tractography we present here suggests another example of convergence in visual systems, adding to that of the more famous optical arrangement of the eye and the initial suggestions from Boycott (1961) and . We hope that the detail and new features of this outside map to spatio-motor control will guide research in function, behavior, and cognition.
Another new feature of squid brain that our combined MRI/dye-trace/histology approach can map is the highly subdivided network of the basal lobe system ( Figure 6 ). As noted in the vertebrate cortex (Hubel and Wiesel, 1962; Alexander et al., 1986) , within-lobe and inter-lobe connections at different levels may group neurons that frequently interact and provide a processing platform with short interconnections. These sorts of functional groupings overcome some of the distributed network problems in brain design (Kaas, 1997; Lynn and Bassett, 2019) , a solution noted in Drosophila and Caenorhabditis connectomics also (White et al., 1986; Shih et al., 2015; Cook et al., 2019) . We suggest that the multi-layered basal lobe system, which receives visual scene input from the optic lobe ( Figures 6 and 7 ) may translate and distribute the control commands in a spatiotemporal manner to different motor units. These include direction of tentacular strike, schooling, arm coordination over the outside visual field, and courtship display through body posture and color changes (Jantzen and Havenhand, 2003; Mather et al., 2010; Sugimoto and Ikeda, 2012; Lin et al., 2017; Hanlon and Messenger, 2018) . This latter possibility deserves further elaboration using electrical recording, stimulation, and biochemical studies.
Multiple Levels of Control in Coloration and Patterns
The rapidity and versatility of body color and pattern change in cephalopods for both communication and camouflage is almost legendary (Jantzen and Havenhand, 2003; Mather et al., 2010; How et al., 2017; Lin et al., 2017; Hanlon and Messenger, 2018; Reiter et al., 2018) . The skin elements, chromatophores, irridophores, and leucophores, are under direct neural control in response to visual perception of environment as well as behavioral mood changes (Darmaillacq et al., 2014; How et al., 2017; Hanlon and Messenger, 2018) . Using computational analysis to quantify the states of chromatophores of live cuttlefish revealed that a hierarchical motor control mechanism governs development of skin patterns and dynamic coloration (Laan et al., 2014; Reiter et al., 2018) . This view is also supported by both neuroanatomical, electrophysiological, and now our tractography approaches, suggesting that this skin-display system is hierarchically organized via the optic, lateral basal, peduncle, and chromatophore lobes (Boycott, 1961; Dubas et al., 1986; Novicki et al., 1990) (Figures 6 and 8) .
Our tractography and mapping also provides new evidence for a sub-division of the anterior chromatophore lobe into dorsal and ventral units in squid, the dorsal lobe controlling dorsal head color and ventral, arm color ( Figures 8A and 8B) . The two paired anterior chromatophore lobes may link body form and color display while squid hover in water column such as countershading camouflage that a task is distinct to the benthic octopus, which retains only one pair of anterior chromatophore lobes (Young, 1971) . The reason for this is explored next.
A new chiasm is clear from the tractography presented here, between the lateral basal lobe and the anterior chromatophore lobes (Figures 8C-8E ). This second dorsoventral crossing of tracts within the coloration control circuit we hypothesize may control open water countershading camouflage. The second chiasm ensures the seafloor image falling on the dorsal retina is sent to the anterior dorsal chromatophore lobe, which controls dark coloration on the head to match with the seafloor background. The other tract would guide the ventral side of head and arms to show light color patterns to match with the visual scene above the squid. Aside from this proposed coloration circuit, a similar chiasm-like network for the coordination of head and eye movement was previously noted in the anterior-median lobule of the aBa by (confirmed here also by our tractography and dye tracing [ Figures 2F-2H] ). This kind of crossing arrangement could be a common feature of the basal lobe system . Chiasmata in any nervous system are of interest owing to mapping inversions and other non-linear relationships as well as re-configuration of evolutionary trajectory of vision and visual behaviors (Sinakevitch et al., 2003; Strausfeld, 2005) . Table S2 lists the loliginid squid species including the five species from the North Atlantic Ocean and S. lessoniana from the Indo-Pacific Ocean Kobayashi et al., 2013) , our work here, upon which much of our knowledge of the squid brain is based. Despite different geographic distribution and phylogenetic differences (six species from three genera where the genus Sepioteuthis is the stable basal in-group taxa in family Loliginidae) (Anderson, 2000; Strugnell et al., 2005; Vecchione et al., 1998), organization of the CNS, number of lobes in the circum-esophageal ring, and the interregional connections are very similar between species. Perhaps more surprising, a comparison between cuttlefish and squid also indicates these coleoid groups (decapodiform) share a basically similar layout Boycott, 1961; . The decapodiform cephalopods may mirror brain organization bauplans from the life needs of a rapid visual predator and also conduct courtship display in the water column.
A Comparison between Cephalopod Species
Considering the evolutionary divergence time of major cephalopod groups (Strugnell et al., 2006) , the brain maps of cuttlefish, octopus, and vampire squid using the techniques developed here are underway. In contrast to the elongated CNS arrangement in decapodiforms, the compact octopus brain (octopodiform) has evolved distinct changes, particularly the noticeable five gyri of the vertical lobe (learning and memory) and sub-divisions of the frontal lobe system (tactile and chemosensory) (Wells, 1963; Boycott, 1965; Young, 1971; Shigeno and Ragsdale, 2015) . Development of these octopus-specialized lobes is likely linked to their benthic life such as searching invisible food from crevices using nimble arms. Furthermore, the vampire squid (the basal clade of coleoids), which inhabits in midwater (ca. 600-1,000 m depth), possesses features of both octopodiform and decapodiform in body form (e.g., eight arms with two tentaclelike filaments) and brain organization (squid-like suboesophageal and octopus-like supraoesophageal mass) (Young, 1964; . A comparison between coleoid brains could further extend our understanding of the evolutionary history between cephalopod brain design and life styles.
We erect the start of a connectome for the squid brain, the first of its kind for the cephalopods with input from high-resolution dMRI, previous histology, new histology with old (Cajal-Golgi silver impregnation), and new fluorescent neuronal tracers. This study does not claim to build a complete connectivity atlas but to erect an initial predictive mesoscale connectome that reveals hitherto unsuspected pathways. As is the result of any connectome, several new functional circuits are suggested by this map, as well bolstering the previously known functional sub-units that underlie behaviors. The apparently complex cognitive tasks cephalopods perform need this kind of solid background evidence before anthropomorphic speculations lead to misconceptions around these unique and wonderful creatures.
Limitations of the Study
This study reveals the first mesoscale MRI-based neural connectivity in the squid brain; however, it is possible that some limitations could affect the results presented here.
Indirect Quantitative Measurement of Tractography: Visualization of 3D direction-coded color tractography of the squid brain reveals rich information that is not possible to see in conventional histology. However, the MRI-based tractography is based on a mapping from water diffusion to fiber orientation. In other words, an estimate of the confidence on the route of least hindrance to diffusion can thus indirectly reflect the connecting neural bundles between pairs of regions, making analysis of tractography and the resulting connectivity matrix less quantitative. Detailed advantages and potential pitfalls about the tractography can be found in the review by Sotiropoulos and Zalesky (2019) .
Species Selection: Our current knowledge of the neural network of the squid brain is majorly based on a series of studies in the nervous system of Loligo . It is worth noting that the five species (see Table S2 ) used in Young's studies are phylogenetically close to the species used in this study. Some new findings in this study (i.e., subdivisions of lobes and new tracts) might be arguable owing to species selection. Although all five species in Young's study are not available in Australian waters, selecting S. lessoniana is a good start and a reliable bridge to the classical studies of loliginid squid.
No Information of Synaptic Connection: Our current macroscale tractography and histological results are unable to reveal synaptic connections yet. Further efforts to label neural tracts and comparative studies across different cephalopod groups are ongoing, and hopefully will lead to further defined neural connectivity in cellular level.
METHODS
All methods can be found in the accompanying Transparent Methods supplemental file.
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Notes
Continuous influence in shaping our knowledge toward the gross anatomy and connectivity of the squid brain by these 5 pioneering studies.
3D microanatomy of the squid brain.
Age-dependent heterogeneity in formation of neuropils and neural connectivity in the lobes of squid brain.
A new neural connection map reveals 153 new lobe-to-lobe tracts, leading new proposed functional circuits.
Table S2
List of the loliginid squid brain anatomical studies (Related to Figure 1 , Table 1 ) * indicates that the three species were dominantly used in these 5 studies. ψ indicates that the distribution of the species in the eastern North Atlantic Ocean; σ in the western North Atlantic Ocean; ρ in the Indo-Pacific Ocean. by an overdose of MgCl2 prior to the histological preparation of neural tracing and magnetic resonance imaging of the squid brain (Chung and Marshall, 2017) .
Key Resource
Method Details
Modified Cajal-Golgi rapid silver impregnation
This classical silver staining method is an effective tool in screening populations of neurons and used here to validate the probabilistic tractography we established in this study. With manipulations of fixatives, osmolality by adjusted sucrose, incubation time and concentration of the silver nitrate solution, over 1000 silver stained neural bundles were obtained from 40 juvenile squid (ML = 13-25 mm).
The protocol of Cajal-Golgi rapid impregnation for the squid brain was modified from the standard protocol for the insect brain developed by and was in most respects similar to the procedures of as follows: (1) The brain was dissected in freshlyprepared fixative consisting of 1 part of 25% glutaraldehyde (EM grade, Electron Microscopy Sciences, Hatfield, USA) and 5 parts of 2.5% potassium dichromate solution (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) in 12% sucrose (Chem-Supply, Australia). The isolated brain was then placed in a lightsealed container filled with fresh fixative for another 24 hours at room temperature.
(2) The isolated brain was transferred into the second incubation solution consisting of 2.5% potassium dichromate (99 parts) with 1% osmium tetroxide (1 part) (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) for 5-7 days followed by 0.75% silver nitrate (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) for 3 days incubation at room temperature. The impregnated brain was soaked briefly in distilled water and cleaned using an ultrasonic bath (XUBA1, Grant Instrument, USA) for 5-10 minutes to remove silver crystals (silver chromate) on the surface of the sample.
(3) Where necessary, repeat the second step. (4) Samples were dehydrated and embedding in Durcupan resin (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) following the protocol developed by . (5) The samples were cut into 30-40 μm slices for microscopy using a microtome (RM2235, Leica, Germany). (6) Slice images were compared to tractography virtual slices closest to the histological sections (see Figures 2B, 2G, 3) .
Multi-color fluorescent neural tracers
Five juvenile squid (ML = 13-25 mm) were fixed using a modified transcardial perfusion protocol developed by Abbott et al. (1985) using 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) (EM grade, Electron Microscopy Sciences, Hatfield, USA) mixed with 0.1M phosphate buffer solution (PBS) with the rate of perfusion set to 2.5 ml per minute. The perfusion proceeded until 1 ml fixative per gram of squid was used. Subsequently the muscle, skin and connective tissues around the brain were removed and the specimen was soaked in 4% PFA mixed with 0.1M PBS for 6-10 hrs prior to loading the fluorescent dyes close to the neural tracts of interest. The lipophilic dye tracers NeuroVue (Polysciences Incorporated, Warrington, USA) red and jade were used for neural tracing according to the manufacturer's protocol with some modifications.
Fine slivers of coated dye filters were inserted at the selected regions after small incisions in the brain and nerves were made, the cut-loading process (see Figure 4A ). NeuroVue-treated brains were then placed in a light-sealed container filled with fresh 0.1% PFA fixative in 0.1M PBS at room temperature and the dyes were allowed to diffuse along the neural membranes for 40-80 days. The brains were embedded in Optimal Cutting Temperature compound (OCT -Tissue-Tek, Sakura Finetek, USA) plus 10% sucrose for cryosectioning (25 μm thickness) at -20 o C (CM 1100, Leica, Germany). The slice was stained with DAPI (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) to visualize nuclei and mounted in glycerol prior to imaging.
Microscopy
Both silver impregnation and fluorescent dye tracing samples were imaged using Zeiss Axio imager (Zeiss, Germany) at the advanced microscopy facility of the Queensland Brain Institute.
Additional processing of images for image stitching and brightness adjustment was performed using Zen software (Zeiss, Germany) and open-source image analysis software Fiji (Schindelin et al., 2012) .
Contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imagery (MRI) and high angular resolution diffusion magnetic resonance imagery (HARDI) data acquisition
Specimens for MR imaging were fixed using the same transcardial perfusion protocol described above. The perfusion fixed squid were soaked into 4 % PFA mixed with 0.1 M PBS overnight to reduce morphological deformation of the brain. Intact brain and eyeballs were then isolated and repeatedly rinsed with 0.1 M PBS to minimize fixative residue. Finally, the preserved sample was soaked into 0.1 M PBS containing magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) contrast agent, 0.2% ionic Gd-DTPA (Magnevist) (Bayer, Leverkusen, Germany), for 24-48 hours to enhance image contrast (Chung and Marshall, 2017) .
Five contrast-enhanced brains were imaged (isotropic resolution = 30 μm) following the protocol developed by Chung and Marshall (2017) . The contrast-enhanced specimen was placed into fomblin-filled (Fomblin oil, Y06/6 grade, Solvay, USA) container to prevent dehydration and then vacuumed for 10-15 minutes to remove air bubbles trapped inside esophagus or brain lobes. The container was then placed in a custom-built surface acoustic After FLASH imaging, three-dimensional HARDI was consecutively acquired with the following parameters: repetition time 300 ms, echo time 22 ms, 30 direction diffusion encoding with b-value = 3000 s/mm 2 , two b0 images acquired without diffusion weighting and 80 μm isotropic resolution with full k-space acquisition (n = 2) or 1.5 partial Fourier acceleration acquisition (n = 5) in the phase dimensions (Liu et al., 2016) . Total acquisition time for one brain was 20.9 -40.8 h.
HARDI image analyses and construction of multi-scale brain networks
Estimates of lobe volume and construction of tractography
The first step in constructing a structural connection network is to define regions of interest (ROIs) as nodes (see Figures 1, S1 ). Using anatomical information to improve the accuracy of HARDI streamlines tractography (Smith et al., 2012 , Girard et al., 2014 and the ROIs in this study were defined as the squid brain lobes based on the published anatomical studies , Kobayashi et al., 2013 , Koizumi et al., 2016 , Chung and Marshall, 2017 . Five ex-vivo MRI-based atlases of juvenile coastal squid, S. lessoniana, (ML: 40.28 -113 mm) were utilised to create the parcellation of the brain which was then manually segmented into 47 ROIs using MRtrix3 (version 3.0_RC3, open-source software, http://www.mrtrix.org/) and then estimates of lobe volume were calculated using ITK-SNAP (version 3.6.0, open-source software, http://www.itksnap.org/) (Yushkevich et al., 2006) . Additionally, the averaged squid MR images were transformed using the 4 small-sized squid by Advanced Normalization Tools (ANTs, http://stnava.github.io/ANTs/) (Liu et al., 2016) ( Figure S1 ).
The second step of neural connectivity construction was to compute the structural connections, also known as the edges, which represent pairwise relationships between nodes (lobes) via probabilistic tractography (Descoteaux et al., 2009 , Liu et al., 2016 . Probabilistic tractography was performed using scripts based on MRtrix3, using procedures also used in the established protocols for the mouse and human brain (Descoteaux et al., 2009 , Smith et al., 2012 , Girard et al., 2014 , Liu et al., 2016 along with additive modifications developed in this study as detailed below.
Using the known squid neural pathways described by Young and his colleagues , the sensitivity (the ability to detect true connections) and specificity (the ability to avoid false connections) of the squid tractography were tested using a combination of parameters and algorithms as follows: (1) The analysis includes constrained spherical deconvolution (CSD) to model fiber orientation distribution (FOD) in each voxel (Tournier et al., 2007 , Descoteaux et al., 2009 (Figures 2D-E, S3-4 ).
(2) Probabilistic fiber tracking was performed using second order integration over the fiber orientation distribution (FOD) algorithm and the tracking was terminated using different threshold of FOD amplitude between 0.05 (default) and 0.25 ( Figure   S2 ). Tracts were generated independently for each pair of ROIs (10 streamlines per voxel). (3) Selected lobes (e.g. basal, peduncle, magnocellular, and pedal lobes) and their fiber geometries obtained from histology (using either our Golgi impregnation or neural fluorescent tracers in this study combined with the work by Young and his colleagues) were then used to test against lobe-dependent tractography. (4) Probabilistic tractography data, pairwise connections and the corresponding log10-transfered connectivity strength index, Cs, were then used to generate a brain-wide neural connectivity matrix.
Construction of structural neural connectivity matrix
Imposing neuro-anatomical knowledge (e.g. trajectory of tracts of interest) to eliminate false positives leads to accurate reconstruction of the local fiber architecture and lobe-to-lobe connectivity. It indicates an optimized FOD amplitude cut-off value of 0.175 to generate biologically realistic tractography at mesoscale (see Figures 5A, 7-8, S2 ). It is worth noting that the tracking termination threshold (0.175) used in this study is highly conservative in contrast to the conventional value (0.01-0.1) applied previously in mouse (Smith et al., 2012 , Liu et al., 2016 . We then use the identical probabilistic algorithm and the optimized parameters to establish a brain-wide squid neural connectivity matrix where the connections and the corresponding connectivity strength (Cs) were mapped to the relevant squid brain lobes for each individual. The averaged pairwise Cs and the corresponding standard deviation were also calculated and plotted in the matrices for further analysis.
Proposing previously unknown lobe-to-lobe neural tracts
Another advantage of probabilistic tractography is capable of dealing with uncertainty in estimates of local fiber orientation and tracking non-dominant fiber populations, especially at the very high resolution obtained here using 16.4 T MRI (see detail discussion in (Behrens et al., 2007 , Descoteaux et al., 2009 ). This approach therefore allows estimation of probability of streamlines from each voxel and indicates previously invisible tracts not noticed due to the methodological constraint of classical histology. Furthermore, manipulating 3D predictive tractography, such as highlighting the tracts of interest and identifying neighbour lobes close to the tracts, obtains an organizational reference to accurately guide invasive histological approaches, leading NeuroVue dyes being loaded in the target tracts to test and underpin both known and undescribed neural pathways.
In order to visualize the predictive new pathways on the connectivity matrix, the new lobe-tolobe tracts and their distribution pattern are visualized against the known 282 tracts and are subtracted from all tracts recovered by the selected high value of Cs (2.7) (see Figure 5C ).
Subdivisions of the basal lobe system and the corresponding neural connection atlas
Adding resolution parameters (e.g. sub-sectioning ROIs within a lobe) we can further reveal the network structure and the different spatial scales within the squid neural network. The parcellation-based approach has been broadly applied to investigate and subdivide specific brain areas in both structural and functional networks . Here we adopt this concept in order to define clearly the basal lobe system. The right half of the basal lobe system was further divided into 604 same sized small ROIs (each ROI voxel = 120µm x 120µm x 120µm) and these ROIs were evenly distributed across this system throughout the dorso-ventral axis (16 levels) (see Figure 6 ). The identical probabilistic algorithm and the optimised parameters established in this study were used to examine all 604 ROIs and render the corresponding tractography of the subdivided regions.
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